
SD-WAN 
Empowering the Digital Future

Digital transformation is putting 
enormous pressure on networks. 

Traditional WAN networks are becoming too
complex and expensive to manage. 

To stay competitive
enterprises must adapt. 

NCR Proven Experience

SD-WAN
Adoption Drivers / Benefits

More efficient WAN
management 

33%
Reduced Application

Latency 

45%
Lower 5-year

cost of operation

38%

Less unplanned
downtime

Source: IDC / Cisco

Source: Forrester

Source: Gartner

Source: Gartner

94% 
Reduced time to

implement policies

58%

A global CSP needed a partner with proven networking solution expertise to help 
deploy and support SD-WAN implementations for end customers worldwide. 

By partnering with NCR, the CSP received next generation SD-WAN service solutions from 
design, deployment, maintenance, remote monitoring and management, hardware 

procurement and logistics. Our highly skilled and certified services experts have designed 
and built networks all over the world, with a proven and globally consistent approach to 

advanced deployment support of SD-WAN solutions.

NCR Value: Quality. Speed. Consistency.

Communications Service Providers (CSPs) are enabling enterprises’ digital 
transformation by helping them to migrate from MPLS to fully managed 
SD-WAN solutions. 

With their trusted
vendors by their side

Cisco™, Cisco Meraki™,
VMware™,  Silver Peak™, 

Juniper™, Fortinet™, Versa™

CSPs will rely on trusted service partners to help them deploy and support
SD-WAN solutions that are more agile, flexible, cost effective and also 
faster to deploy.  

When choosing a service partner, the following key differentiators
should be considered:

The breadth and depth of services offered including technical skills and
coverage to deploy SD-WAN solutions 

Vendor agnostic services partner who plays well with multiple SD-WAN 
vendors to give you the most flexibility

Operational efficiency and global serviceability – a one-stop-shop with 
continuous and consistent global operations for design, deployment, 
management, and monitoring

Ongoing technology innovations and investments

A deliberate and secure step
towards digital transformation 

Of enterprises have a
strategy for migrating

apps to cloud

SD-WAN is becoming
the De Facto option for the

enterprise WAN Edge

71%
will implement

SD-WAN by 2024

60%
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Let NCR be your global trusted partner for SD-WAN solutions. 
Learn how at ncr.com/telecom-technology

MPLS

https://www.ncr.com/telecom-technology

